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Chapter 691: Gong Sheng Meeting Yun Qiao, Mars Colliding With Earth (2) 

 

Yun Qiao’s expectant gaze immediately dimmed. 

These people had already convicted her of her crime the moment they came up, right? She was poor, 

she had no status, and she didn’t have a degree. Did she deserve to be framed as a thief? 

On what basis?! 

The unyielding little universe in her heart instantly exploded. “Hehe, if the Empire’s law has such rules, 

then I can only say that the person who sets the law is a pig! A pig that’s unbelievably stupid!” 

What kind of law was that? It only protected those with power and status, but it couldn’t protect a poor 

person like her. 

Secretary Zhong, who had rushed over, was frightened by Yun Qiao’s powerful words. 

Gosh, this great aunt. Do you even dare to say these words? 

The Empire’s laws were personally issued by the President and reviewed and amended one by one. They 

were praised internationally as the most professional and most intimate laws. Crimes and punishments 

were matched with the most deterrent force. Countless countries had plagiarized the Empire’s 

legislation… 

He stole a glance at Gong Sheng’s expression. 

Indeed, Gong Sheng’s entire face darkened. “Do you know who issued this law that you said was 

nonsense?” 

“I know. Isn’t it that pig called the current president? Hmph, if an innocent poor person is falsely 

accused and framed because of his so-called strict laws but can’t prove his innocence, then I can only 

say that the one who’s shameful isn’t the poor, but him! Yes, that stupid pig president only protects the 

interests of the rich but ignores the poor. He’s the one who’s shameless!!” 

Yun Qiao finished speaking in one breath and stared at Gong Sheng provocatively. 

Hmph, she was scolding the president on the surface, but she was referring to rich bosses like him. She 

did not know if this pretentious pig understood her. 

Gong Sheng remained silent coldly. No one could tell what he was thinking from his dark face. 

However, Head Secretary Zhong was about to collapse. 

Miss Yun, do you know that the “stupid pig president” you’re talking about is right in front of you?! 

With just a move of his finger, he could put you in jail for the rest of your life. You wouldn’t be able to 

see the sun tomorrow! 



“Miss Yun, the president isn’t the kind of person you’re talking about. He loves people like his 

children…” Head Secretary Zhong tried to salvage the situation. 

However, Yun Qiao was still not afraid of death. He added on, “Forget it, who are you coaxing? I heard 

that the stupid president even apologized to the entire country tonight. I just want to know how much 

his fake apology is worth. If he has the ability, he can change the law and give us poor people real 

fairness! Rich people can get a big lawyer to bail them out when they are framed. When it’s the poor 

people’s turn, we can only admit our bad luck, right? I look down on such a president to rule the 

country! Just because he’s in power, he lets rich people like you do whatever you want! Hmph!” 

Looking at Gong Sheng’s increasingly dark expression, Head Secretary Zhong only wanted to cover his 

face and wail. 

Oh my god. This Miss Yun’s combat strength was actually so strong. Even the President’s political enemy 

had never used such terrifying and strict words to criticize him. 

He only had one thought. Meeting this Miss Yun was simply like Mars colliding with Earth! 

He was the small planet that had been burnt to ashes and was sandwiched in the middle… 

He didn’t dare to say anything else. He was afraid that he would attract Miss Yun’s righteous criticism of 

the “stupid pig president” again. 

It was better to let the President personally “crack” this brave gold digger. 

Just as Head Secretary Zhong was waiting for Gong Sheng’s cold order to bestow Yun Qiao with the 

crime of insulting the president’s reputation and lock her up in jail for the rest of her life… 

Gong Sheng said lightly— 

Chapter 692: Standing Up For Yun Qiao 

 

“Get her bailed out.” Gong Sheng’s cold eyes didn’t reveal much emotion. He only ordered coldly, “Find 

out if she was framed or if she really deserves the punishment. If it’s the latter…” 

He didn’t continue. 

But the coldness in his tone had already expressed his attitude! 

If she really deserved it, she would get two times more of the most severe punishment! 

Head Secretary Zhong shivered. 

The way that the President didn’t flare up was even more terrifying than his anger. 

Clang! The metal door was opened. 

Yun Qiao was released. 

In the detention room, the group of women with heavy makeup were a little reluctant to see her leave. 



In particular, the woman in the lead waved her fat hands that had green fingernails. “Little girl, 

remember my phone number. 139. Then, it’s 8 and 8. Come and find me if you can’t find a job when 

you’re out. I guarantee that I’ll make you famous…” 

She then threw Gong Sheng a coquettish look. “Handsome uncle, come and patronize our business 

when you have time. I’m Auntie Lu. I have all kinds of beauties under me. If you like them, there are also 

handsome men… Oh, why don’t you let me talk…” 

Head Secretary Zhong covered her mouth. 

Why? To save your life! 

You’re openly seducing an adult to do evil…! 

She deserved to die. 

Sigh, why was Miss Yun with such a woman… 

Late at night. 

The manager of the cafe and a group of staff were dragged out of their homes. 

In the middle of the night, they were dragged back to the Empire State Building cafe where they worked 

in the day by a group of men in unknown clothing. 

One by one, the sleepy women looked at Yun Qiao, who had been driven out of the shop at night. They 

couldn’t help but reveal suspicious looks. Didn’t this homeless woman with no background and no 

backing enter the police station? Why was she here? 

The surveillance video was retrieved. 

A middle-aged man in a suit and leather shoes took pictures out and placed them on the coffee table. 

“My name is Lin Guanyang. These photos of Miss Yun Qiao’s theft have been suspected to have been 

edited by someone. I’ll give you one minute to tell me the truth of the matter. Otherwise, I’ll sue you for 

perjury. According to the Empire’s criminal code 321, perjury can be sentenced to life imprisonment…” 

Before the man could finish speaking… 

Someone at the scene pissed their pants. 

Lin Guanyang! 

Wasn’t that the presidential palace’s big lawyer? He was once the top lawyer in the Empire. Ever since 

he became the presidential advisor, he had never fought a lawsuit for civilians anymore. Instead, he 

focused on dealing with international law for the president or providing the president with his analysis 

and opinions regarding major criminal cases in the country. He had a professional level of authority and 

was respectfully addressed as Deputy Lin. 

He remembered that once, Lin Dazhuang had a meeting and passed by the Empire State Building. 

The owner wanted to curry favor with him and treat him to coffee for free. 

In the end, Chief Lin didn’t even take a look at her. 



A kind person pointed out. “Every second that Big Lin spent was calculated with dollars. If he had the 

ability to drink your free coffee, he would have earned ten billion dollars for Mr. President long ago, 

okay?” 

Such a high and mighty lawyer actually came to their small shop to seek redress for Yun Qiao?! 

The staff immediately felt guilty! 

They slandered Yun Qiao for stealing because firstly, they saw that Yun Qiao was easy to bully. Secondly, 

they secretly embezzled a lot of money from the shop. They seized this opportunity and wanted Yun 

Qiao to take the blame! 

But she never expected that they would actually kick an iron plate this time. 

It was a small matter to embezzle the money in the shop.. If they were sued by a big lawyer for perjury, 

they would be finished. 

Chapter 693: Killed By Yun Qiao! 

 

The manager and the staff admitted their mistakes honestly and admitted that they had slandered Yun 

Qiao. They were filled with regret and nearly knelt on the spot. 

Lawyer Lin asked them to sign and write their confessions one by one before it was over. 

When she came out of the cafe, the sky had just turned white. Yun Qiao could hardly believe that in 

such a short period of time, she had already experienced being arrested, slandered, and cleared of her 

name. It was simply like a dream. 

Why was that big lawyer serving the president here? 

The leader caught up from behind. He was holding a big envelope in his hand and had a flattering look 

on his face. “Yun Qiao, this is your salary from last month… Also, we shouldn’t have slandered you 

today. We gathered money to apologize to you!” 

As she spoke, she stuffed the envelope in Yun Qiao’s hands and bowed 90 degrees to apologize to her! 

Yun Qiao opened her mouth slightly in surprise. 

The leader had always hated her to the core. But now, she actually took the initiative to apologize. 

Did the sun rise from the west? 

However, the sun definitely rose from the east. 

Yun Qiao accepted the money that she deserved and didn’t bicker with such a person. “Forget it.” 

It really felt like a dream! 

She had said in the day that she would make them apologize to her one day. She didn’t expect that the 

Lord God would really hear her prayers and make her dream come true. 



Seeing that Yun Qiao had received the money, the manager felt relieved. She turned around and said to 

Lawyer Lin, “I admit my mistake. I apologized and compensated her. This time, you promise not to sue 

me for perjury, right?” 

Lawyer Lin pulled out a lawyer’s letter expressionlessly. “Yes, perjury isn’t valid anymore. However, 

stealing the company’s property constitutes a crime of embezzlement! See you in court.” 

After speaking, he left without any hesitation. 

The leader held that lawyer’s letter and wanted to cry but had no tears! 

Damn Yun Qiao! 

She must have done it on purpose just now. She must have pretended to be generous and forgive her. 

But behind her back, she let that big lawyer trap her and send her to jail. 

Yun Qiao, I’ve formed a feud with you! 

At this moment, Yun Qiao still didn’t know what had happened behind her back. 

Holding her lost salary and looking at the rising sun on the horizon, she felt that her life was filled with 

new hope. 

With this money, she could take a breather and find a new place to stay and a new job. 

As long as she had a pair of hardworking hands, would she still be afraid of not having a foothold in this 

world? 

So what if she didn’t have a education background or a backing? She had a goal that she would strive for 

and would approach her dream step by step… 

She walked forward confidently. A black extended Cayenne drove slowly and stopped in front of her. 

The expensive and mysterious car even exuded an indescribable sense of superiority. 

It was polished and dark. 

She could only see a faint outline of the noble man in the backseat. 

The driver alighted from the car. It was Head Secretary Zhong from just now. “Miss Yun, it turns out that 

what happened today was a misunderstanding. I heard that the lawyer has already helped you solve it. I 

wonder if you’re satisfied?” 

Yun Qiao nodded politely. “Thank you.” 

She should have known that such a rich person could afford to hire a lawyer from the presidential 

palace. 

“In that case, shouldn’t you sign a confidentiality agreement with my boss?” 

Yun Qiao was speechless. Was this man that afraid of being exposed for what happened last night? 

He was a man, okay? 



Her mind was not really damaged enough to spread the ridiculous things about them everywhere. 

Head Secretary Zhong handed over the confidentiality agreement that he had prepared. 

Chapter 694: Poor Girls Deserve To Be Bullied Forever 

 

Yun Qiao glanced at it. 

The content was simple. She had to keep her mouth shut about what happened between the two of 

them. 

Otherwise, the penalty fee would be 500 million dollars. 

Yun Qiao was speechless. She wouldn’t be able to compensate so much money even if she sold herself, 

okay? 

However, she didn’t hesitate either. Although she had suffered quite a loss last night, she could only 

blame herself for entering the wrong room. Honestly speaking, she was also responsible… 

Anyway, she wasn’t interested in spreading such a thing. She could just treat it as entering a kennel by 

mistake and being bitten by a dog. Wouldn’t it be fine after getting the rabies vaccine? Could it be that 

she had to go around saying how painful it was to be bitten by a dog? 

She signed her name happily. 

Head Secretary Zhong completed his task victoriously and sighed. “Actually, our boss is a very good 

person. You should have felt his integrity today. He can’t stand to see people being bullied and wronged. 

So, Miss Yun, it’s best not to speak ill of Mr. President in the future…” 

Yun Qiao frowned. “Your boss… is not bad. Although my first impression of him was not good, he was 

still a gentleman when he was willing to help me prove my innocence. However, what has this got to do 

with the president? I won’t change my opinion of that stupid pig president! The laws he set are simply 

unfair to the poor. Even pigs will protest and not want to be associated with him!” 

Yun Qiao was very unhappy. 

The rolling eyes and humiliation towards the poor are deeply related to the policy of the leader. 

That stupid pig president was to blame! 

Once Yun Qiao’s words fell, she realized that the scene had suddenly frozen. 

Secretary Zhong was dumbfounded. 

Puzzled, she asked, “Why? Did I accidentally say the truth? It’s fine. Anyway, the president can’t hear 

me!” 

Seeing that Secretary Zhong didn’t react, she added, “Don’t worry. I just think that the president is 

inferior to a pig. Your boss is still better than a pig…” 



Before she could finish speaking, she felt that the extended Cayenne suddenly exuded an extremely 

oppressive aura! 

She couldn’t help but shiver. It was so cold! Did she say something wrong? 

Secretary Zhong’s phone rang. Seeing that it was Gong Sheng calling from the car, he answered it 

respectfully. “Yes, yes, yes. I understand!” 

He put down the phone. 

He said regretfully, “Miss Yun, I’m sorry. The boss said that you might have to pay Lawyer Lin’s lawyer 

fees first.” 

Yun Qiao frowned. But thinking that the other party had helped him a lot, it was only right to fork out 

some money. He said, “Okay. How much?” 

Lawyer Lin had only appeared for a few minutes. It should be a few hundred dollars at most, right? 

Secretary Zhong bit his lips. “Ahem, ahem, ahem… Not much. It’s just that… after the discount, it’s 

exactly the same as your salary and the amount of compensation from last month.” 

Yun Qiao was stunned and then angry. 

On purpose! That man did it on purpose! First, he gave her hope and let her see that justice in the world 

could be fulfilled. In the blink of an eye, he smashed her hope and took all her money. He wanted to tell 

her that power was still the number one in this society, and a poor girl like her deserved to be bullied 

forever. 

Damn him! 

She threw the salary that she had just received into Secretary Zhong’s hands. “Get lost! Get lost far 

away. Don’t let me see you again!” 

She waved her small fists at the car window fiercely. 

The man rolled down the car window slightly. His calm eyes stared deeply at her. “Woman, you better 

never appear in front of me again. Otherwise, I can’t guarantee your outcome!” 

This presumptuous golden girl actually said that he was a pig! 

No, she said that he was inferior to a pig! 

Chapter 695: Three Year Old Gong: Come Here! Hug Me! 

 

Gong Sheng left behind those calm but shocking words. He rolled down the car window and sped away. 

Yun Qiao stayed on the empty street in front of dawn. She bit her lips and stomped her feet! 

God really knew how to joke around with her! 

In the blink of an eye, she had nothing left. Heh heh! 



She looked up and forced back the tears that were about to fall from her eyes. She took a deep breath. 

Yun Qiao, you can live well on your own! 

== 

The night passed. 

Another day passed. 

When Gu Qiqi woke up in Gong Jue’s arms, her mind was stunned for a moment. 

Didn’t she reject that stupid man outside the door last night? 

Why was he on her bed again? 

Was the opening method wrong? 

Gu Qiqi closed her eyes. When she opened them again, the man’s sturdy and powerful arms were still 

hugging her! 

She bent her back lightly and prepared to slip away… 

But who would have thought that a certain man would scoop her up with his long arm and hold her 

firmly in his embrace once more? 

His slightly stubble-covered chin moved on her slender shoulders… 

With his eyes closed, his thin lips parted slightly as he muttered in a muffled voice, “I’m not going to… let 

you… go… Come here and hug me!” 

Gu Qiqi’s small heart skipped a beat. In an instant, it stopped. 

D*mn it. Three year old Gong was finally awake and alert again. 

He was even more adorable! 

Hug me… Such terrifying words would come out of the simple and crude Gong Jue’s mouth. It simply 

made Gu Qiqi feel that the world had been overturned. 

Her heart melted from his unintentional teasing. 

What greeted her eyes were his thick and long eyelashes and tall nose. 

At this moment, Gu Qiqi actually wanted to kiss those slightly trembling eyelashes. She wanted to nestle 

in his arms and not go to school. She wanted to be a handsome girl who was charmed by a beautiful 

man and didn’t attend the morning assembly… 

Unfortunately, the little dirty turtle’s words disrupted the atmosphere. “Master Silver, I heard that the 

bigger the nose, the stronger the ability in that aspect. Congratulations, Master Jue’s nose has exceeded 

the passing line too much!” 

Gu Qiqi was speechless. 

Could she not admit that this embarrassing pet belonged to her? 



Forget it. She should go to school obediently! 

However, as soon as she left Gong Jue’s arms… 

A certain man’s long arm accurately scooped her back again! 

He clearly had his eyes closed and wasn’t awake at all. How did he manage to pull her back so 

accurately? 

Gu Qiqi started to believe it a little now. It was said that Gong Jue had once killed more than ten 

enemies who came to sneak an attack in his sleep. He was definitely not bragging. 

She had no choice but to coax him. “Be good. I’m going to be late for class. Can you let go first?” 

A certain man closed his eyes. “Not good. Hug… hug!” 

Gu Qiqi was speechless. 

She could completely imagine how adorable his child would look when he was three years old if he gave 

birth to a son. 

She was helpless. 

She could only use her trump card! 

Gu Qiqi took a deep breath. Her small face moved up and she suddenly kissed his lips! 

Almost in a second. 

Gong Jue’s eyes widened abruptly! 

His gaze was deep and dangerous! 

“Hmp—” 

Gu Qiqi could only give up resisting and respond in a monotone voice. 

Passion filled the room. 

But Gong Jue couldn’t bear to break through that precious defense line when she was still on her period. 

They kissed again and again until he was about to explode. Only then did he reluctantly let go of her. 

Gu Qiqi licked her slightly swollen lips and seriously thought about whether she had used the wrong 

move just now. It wasn’t a cicada escaping its shell, but a cicada jumping into a pot of oil and being fried 

until it was crispy on the outside and tender on the inside before being eaten clean… 

While Gong Jue went to the bathroom, Gu Qiqi hurriedly got up and dressed. 

Unexpectedly, before he left, Gong Jue couldn’t help but stride out of the bathroom. He pulled her 

against the wall and kissed her deeply again. 

He didn’t care that his bathrobe was in a mess! 

How embarrassing. 



Chapter 696: I’ll Bring You to See Little Palm Tonight 

 

After ending this long kiss, Gong Jue raised her small chin. “Stupid woman, come back early after school 

tonight.” 

“Hmp—” 

“I’ll bring you to see Little Palm.” 

“Huh?” 

Gu Qiqi was caught off guard and her heart nearly stopped beating from his shock. 

Little… Little palm, his lover? 

Gong Jue was really taking her to see her? 

“When have I ever gone back on my word?” Gong Jue looked at her shocked look and said unhappily, 

“You’re not allowed to run around after school tomorrow. Wait for me obediently to fetch you!” 

Gu Qiqi was speechless. 

Why was he talking to her so loudly and confidently after having a lover? Hmph. 

Should she teach that so-called lover a lesson tonight? At the same time, she should hit Gong Jue’s 

irritating face! 

== 

In the pharmaceutical school classroom. 

Once Gu Qiqi entered, she heard her classmates discussing something. 

Some people were discussing the President’s apology last night and the strange collapse of the Number 

One Prison in the Imperial Capital. 

Gu Qiqi heard a boy say vividly, “It’s said that a godly tree descended from the sky and smashed the 

prison into pieces. However, when the rescue team arrived, the godly tree disappeared without a trace! 

Let me tell you, there are definitely gods in this world, but gods are very low-key. You have to believe it 

or not…” 

Gu Qiqi nearly laughed out loud when she heard this. 

Oh, wasn’t that “divine tree” the seed that she had scattered and cultivated in a second? Could it be 

that she was that low-key little fairy? 

Another group of students was discussing the upcoming school tournament. 

The school tournament was the grandest competition of the year at the Imperial Medical University. 

Every school selected two people from the freshmen to the third-year seniors to form a six-person team 

to represent the school in the competition. 



The school that could win the first place would not only receive an honorary title, but also receive many 

practical benefits: a large number of research resources would be awarded, a huge scholarship would be 

issued by the school board, and even the contestants would be chosen by the major medical institutions 

in advance. In the future, they would have many chances for employment. 

This school tournament was mysterious and there was no suspense because in the past ten years, there 

had been two fixed champions. 

Without a doubt, the clinical medicine school had always been first in history! 

And the pharmaceutical school… would always be the last place! 

At this moment, everyone was excited. 

“Have you heard? The clinical medicine school is so miserable this year. Han Bingyue is already sitting in 

a wheelchair. I wonder if she can participate?” 

“If Han Bingyue can’t participate, will the clinical medicine school fall from the top position this year? 

Hahaha…” 

“They deserve it. Who asked them to always look down on us?” 

Of course, there were also people who were more awake. “Don’t have unrealistic dreams. Even if the 

clinical medicine school can’t get first place, it’s still better than us. However, no one can touch our last 

place!” 

Someone was unconvinced. “Who said that? We still have Qiqi!” 

“That’s right. Qiqi can even get first place in the entrance exam. She will definitely crush Han Bingyue. 

What are we afraid of?” 

The classmate who wasn’t optimistic about the outcome of the competition previously snorted coldly. 

“This is a team competition. There are six people in a team. What’s the use?Does she have the ability to 

make everyone awesome?” 

“Then… We still have Bei Mingtian.” 

“Heh heh, then two bulls, four scumbags, and a useless team!” 

Everyone fell silent. 

That made sense. 

Sigh, it wasn’t without reason that they were called a trash school. 

How embarrassing! 

Gu Qiqi flipped through the pharmaceutical textbooks. She initially listened to everyone’s gossip casually 

but didn’t take it to heart. 

She definitely had to participate in the school tournament. 



Headmaster Feng Yangchu had said that only if she won the school tournament would he have the right 

to read the Medicine Manual and find a cure for his younger brother. 

She would naturally do her best. 

However, a sudden sneer from outside the door made her frown and close her book. 

“Trash from the pharmaceutical school, what right do you have to compete with us? Give up the quota!” 

Chapter 697: The Advantage Of Rebirth Was Finally Used 

 

The people clamoring outside the door were filled with anger. 

From their mocking and disdainful tone, it could be seen that their attitudes were not formed for just a 

day or two. It was because they had long treated the people from the Medicine Academy as fools. 

Just like a person who raised pigs, they never felt that there was anything wrong with scolding a pig for 

being stupid. 

These people who came to the pharmaceutical school to curse also felt that they were very correct. 

Gu Qiqi looked over coldly. An older, tall, and sturdy girl led a group of students into the classroom. In 

the crowd was actually Gu Xuexue, who had not shown her face for a long time. 

Ever since Gu Xuexue tried to scheme against Gu Qiqi and Mu Liuchuan to get intimate last time, she 

was tricked by Gu Qiqi instead. The reporters caught her in the act and everyone knew about it. Gu 

Xuexue hadn’t appeared for a long time. 

She deliberately kept a low profile and hid it. She only came to school after this matter was over. 

After all, there was so much gossip in the world. Soon, this dishonorable matter of hers would be 

forgotten. 

At this moment, she was dressed in a clean school uniform with her hair tied up. At first glance, she 

looked decent. People who didn’t know her would probably think that she was a pure and motivated 

student. 

Gu Qiqi swept a glance at the pretentious Gu Xuexue, and her gaze landed on the sturdy girl who led the 

clamor. 

This girl actually looked familiar. 

Although she was still a student now, the image of this girl marrying someone a few years later suddenly 

flashed across her mind! 

It was actually… her?! 

Apart from being a little plump and haggard, she looked almost the same as she was now. Gu Qiqi 

recognized that this girl was the chairman of the student union in the Forensic Medical School and the 

school belle, Xu Xinli, who was in her second year. 



In her previous life, Gu Qiqi didn’t have the chance to study in university. 

Logically speaking, it was impossible to recognize anyone from the Empire Medical University. 

But Xu Xinli was an exception. 

As Xu Xinli and Gu Xuexue studied forensic science together, Xu Xinli was a senior and also the student 

chairman of the school. Under Gu Xuexue’s deliberate flattery and friendship, Xu Xinli quickly treated 

the beautiful and sweet-talking junior as a good friend. They were inseparable and went in and out 

together. She even brought Gu Xuexue along to eat with her boyfriend. 

With the support of a top student like Xu Xinli, Gu Xuexue quickly became like a fish in water in the 

Forensic Medical School. The major activities in the school, the good opportunities to show her face, and 

the good spots for socialisation all landed in front of the new student Gu Xuexue. She was even more 

outstanding than Gu Yuanyuan from the clinical medicine school. 

It could be said that in her previous life, Xu Xinli treated Gu Xuexue well. In this aspect, she even 

resembled Gu Qiqi. 

But how did Gu Xuexue treat Xu Xinli? 

She snatched Xu Xinli’s husband away! 

At that time, Gu Qiqi had to come to the Imperial Capital every few days to be the chief surgeon. Of 

course, under the request of Gu Qiushan and Gu Meifeng, she had to wear a big mask and black-framed 

glasses every time. She also had to use Gu Xuexue’s name. 

Sometimes, after the operation, Gu Xuexue would pretend to treat her to a meal. 

Of course, the venue was usually a school canteen, hospital canteen, or the cheapest roadside stall. It 

was the kind of meal that could be solved with ten dollars. 

Then, because the two of them had too big of a difference in their education and social circles, they 

really didn’t have much to talk about. Gu Xuexue told her about the sweetness and carefulness of love. 

That’s right. Gu Xuexue had secretly fallen in love as soon as she entered university! 

She fell in love with a senior from the Forensic Medical School, Qin Zhiming. He had a good family 

background and looks. 

This was also why Gu Qiqi never suspected that Gu Xuexue had an affair with Mu Liuchuan in her 

previous life. 

This was because Gu Xuexue had always called Mu Liuchuan brother-in-law obediently in front of her 

and told her many details about her relationship with Qin Zhiming! 

Gu Qiqi once firmly believed that Gu Xuexue liked her senior, Qin Zhiming! 

Chapter 698: Couldn’t Control Her Own Man 

However, since she did too many bad things, the day would come when she would be exposed. 



In school, Qin Zhiming and Xu Xinli were the real couple. The two of them were from forensic families 

and were childhood sweethearts. Before Gu Xuexue, they had already confessed to each other and 

dated. Furthermore, they were engaged and were prepared to get married as soon as they graduated! 

Back then, the news of Qin Zhiming and Xu Xinli’s big marriage was overwhelming in the Imperial 

Capital’s newspapers. Even Gu Qiqi saw that joyous wedding photo and even asked Gu Xuexue in 

confusion why her boyfriend married another woman. 

In the end, Gu Xuexue said glib words and complained that her senior had snatched her boyfriend away. 

She was timid and didn’t dare to seek justice. She could only swallow the bitter fruit herself. 

The senior was the third party. She was innocent. 

She made the innocent Gu Qiqi believe her. She pitied and comforted her for a while. She even foolishly 

begged Mu Liuchuan to comfort her younger sister more. 

Thus, Mu Liuchuan openly brought his “younger sister” to the amusement park, to eat in a high-end 

restaurant, and even went abroad to study together… Yes, perhaps he even brought her to bed. 

If Gu Xuexue stopped at this moment, it would at most be considered seducing someone’s boyfriend. 

Although she was shameless, she wouldn’t be wicked beyond redemption. 

Unfortunately, Gu Xuexue’s nature had always been to grasp hold of all the men around her that she 

could use to the end! 

Qin Zhiming’s family was a forensic family and was useful for her medical career. How could she not 

make use of it ruthlessly? 

A few years later. 

When Xu Xinli knocked on the Gu family’s door with a big stomach, Gu Qiqi realized that Gu Xuexue was 

still in an improper relationship with Qin Zhiming after he got married. Even when Xu Xinli was eight 

months pregnant, the two of them actually did that kind of dirty and shameful thing on Xu Xinli and Qin 

Zhiming’s marriage bed and were caught by Xu Xinli! 

At that moment, her sympathy for Gu Xuexue had wavered! 

But in the blink of an eye, Gu Xuexue was covered in snot and tears. She said that she and Qin Zhiming 

were in love and that Xu Xinli was a tigress who was clinging onto Qin Zhiming… 

She spoke so sincerely and innocently. 

It almost made people forget Xu Xinli’s angry look and her obese figure that was moving with difficulty. 

They forgot that Xu Xinli was the real wife and Gu Xuexue was just a shameless third party. Gu Xuexue’s 

tears were really very pretentious. It only made people feel that true love was so difficult and so 

aggrieved. 

The Gu family stood on Gu Xuexue’s side and drove Xu Xinli out. 



Gu Meifeng even pushed Xu Xinli onto the cold snow and cursed viciously, “You’re ugly and stupid. You 

can’t even control your own man. I reckon that your man won’t even want to sleep with you after seeing 

this face of yours. You still don’t know which little beast the bastard in your stomach came from!” 

Thinking about how Xu Xinli had been tricked by Gu Xuexue in her previous life and even suffered such 

humiliation after having her husband snatched away, Gu Qiqi couldn’t help but feel emotional as she 

looked at the young Xu Xinli from ten years ago. 

Although this girl was so arrogant and domineering, she couldn’t hate her. 

Compared to the humiliation that this girl would suffer ten years later and that tragic outcome, what 

were Xu Xinli’s words now? 

At this moment, Xu Xinli walked into the classroom aggressively. Once she entered, she announced that 

she was going to snatch the spot for the pharmaceutical school to participate in the school tournament. 

The students from the pharmaceutical school knew that Xu Xinli had a background and was powerful. 

Although they were angry in their hearts, no one dared to say anything. 

Only Gu Qiqi asked lightly, “Why do you want us to give up a slot? Give us a reason..” 

Chapter 699: Do You Like to Share Men with Others? 

 

Xu Xinli was stunned. 

She couldn’t help but take a few more looks at Gu Qiqi. 

This new student was quite brave to speak. 

But… 

What reason did they need to snatch the spots from this group of idiots from the pharmaceutical 

school? 

It wasn’t like their Forensic Medical School was the only one who came to snatch it. In the past years, it 

was always the various schools who came to snatch it. It was fine as long as one or two spots were given 

to Bei Mingtian and the rest. No one from the Clinical School had ever dared to resist. 

Anyway, even if they did not snatch it, the pharmaceutical school could not send any decent contestants 

to participate! 

Xu Xinli snorted. “Reason? Your Pharmaceutical Academy has a bunch of useless people. Anyway, it’s a 

loss. If you give us the spot, we might even be able to defeat the clinical medicine school. What benefits 

will there be? At most, I’ll give you some!” 

Gu Qiqi smiled faintly. “Oh? I wonder if your boyfriend is willing to be shared with others?” 

Once Gu Qiqi said these words, the freshmen from the pharmaceutical school—who were originally 

submissive—couldn’t help but laugh at this moment. 

Some bold people also teased Xu Xinli. 



“That’s right. Sister Xinli, are you willing to share Senior Brother Qin Zhiming with us?” 

“If you’re willing, we can use a spot to exchange for Senior Brother Qin Zhiming!” 

Xu Xinli’s face stiffened. “Nonsense! How can men be shared?! I, Xu Xinli, look down on women who 

snatch other people’s men the most in this lifetime! What I look down on even more is men who fool 

around outside!” 

Upon hearing Xu Xinli’s resolute answer, Gu Qiqi’s eyes became complicated. 

At this moment, Gu Xuexue stepped forward and whispered into Xu Xinli’s ear. 

Xu Xinli immediately looked at Gu Qiqi with disdain. “You’re that Gu Qiqi?” 

Although she didn’t know what Gu Xuexue said, she could guess that it definitely wouldn’t be anything 

good. It was even possible for her to say that black was white. 

Gu Qiqi raised her eyebrows. “I’m Gu Qiqi. What can I do for you?” 

Xu Xinli snorted coldly. “Hmph! Your thoughts aren’t on studying at all. You’re always dealing with all 

kinds of men. It’s a waste to give you a chance to participate! Hurry up and give up the chance! Let our 

Xuexue participate!” 

Gu Qiqi looked at Gu Xuexue lightly. 

Oh, indeed, one would not wake up early without benefits. So it turned out that finding someone to 

snatch my spot was to keep it for you to use. 

Gu Xuexue hurriedly explained softly, “Sister Xinli, don’t blame Qiqi. Perhaps, those men took the 

initiative to provoke her…” 

“Hmph! Don’t defend her! Xuexue, you’re too innocent!” Xu Xinli said in a mature tone. 

Innocent? 

Heh heh! 

Gu Qiqi curved her lips. 

If Xu Xinli knew the outcome of her previous life, would she feel that the comment about Gu Xuexue 

being innocent just now was simply too much? 

In her previous life, Xu Xinli had been beaten out of the house by Gu Xuexue and her mother. When she 

got home, she was scolded by her husband. He scolded her for not being as smart and sensible as Gu 

Xuexue and wanted to divorce her. 

Her best friend had betrayed her, and her husband—who was her family member—had abandoned her. 

In her grief and despair, Xu Xinli took the opportunity while her husband was asleep in the middle of the 

night to kill him. She picked up the anesthesia needle and the forensic scalpel to personally castrate and 

kill her husband! 

A life for a life. Naturally, she was also sentenced to death. 



She heard that the child couldn’t be saved either and died in jail with her mother… 

In her previous life, Gu Qiqi had been brainwashed by Gu Xuexue. She only felt that Xu Xinli was an 

extremely vulgar woman. She was scheming and vicious. She could even lay a hand on her husband and 

child. 

Now that the situation had changed and she experienced the same betrayal, she felt that perhaps there 

was something pitiful about this hateful person… 

Therefore, at this moment, Gu Qiqi was not angry at Xu Xinli who was provoking her. Instead, she smiled 

and said, “Xu Xinli, the innocent little girl Gu Xuexue you’re talking about did something that wasn’t very 

innocent.. Don’t you know?” 

Chapter 700: Personally Exposing The Bitch’s Lies (1) 

 

Gu Qiqi’s words didn’t attract Xu Xinli’s attention. 

Even Gu Xuexue didn’t think so. Instead, she pretended to be soft and weak. “Qiqi, I don’t know what 

you’re talking about. Actually, it’s fine if you give up the slot. Sister Xinli is very reasonable and won’t 

make things difficult for you…” 

Gu Qiqi laughed coldly. “Really? I think she’s very reasonable too. Otherwise, why would she even do 

something like sharing a boyfriend?” 

When Gu Qiqi mentioned sharing men again, Xu Xinli finally became a little vigilant. 

“What did you say? Who touched my man?!” 

“Who else could it be? Only the person closest to you who is around you all day long has the chance to 

make a move.” Gu Qiqi said lightly. 

Although she didn’t say her name, Gu Xuexue shivered for some reason. 

She felt extremely guilty. 

She had seduced Senior Brother Qin Zhiming because she realized that he could give her something that 

Xu Xinli couldn’t. For example, he could take her to the banquet where the big shots in the forensic 

world gathered and help suppress some of the scandal with Mu Liuchuan. 

But all of this was done secretly. 

Qin Zhimin loved this feeling of having an affair. After all, he had been childhood sweethearts with Xu 

Xinli for twenty years and had long gotten tired of seeing her, okay? If not for his family, he would have 

found someone else. 

A man like him would not think that there were too many women! What’s more, a very small and 

attentive junior sister who took the initiative to send herself to him. 

He wanted this matter to continue secretly forever more than Gu Xuexue. 

Thus, Gu Xuexue wasn’t worried that this matter would be exposed at all. 



Gu Qiqi definitely wasn’t talking about her, right? 

Hence, she was nervous and quickly regained her composure. She even took the initiative to hold Xu 

Xinli’s arm and asked innocently, “Qiqi, who are you talking about? This person is so shameless. Tell us 

and we’ll help Sister Xinli vent her anger!” 

Xu Xinli looked at her gratefully. 

At the critical moment, this innocent little junior sister was still the best to her. 

Upon hearing this, that group of people from the MForensic Medical School hurriedly curried favor with 

her. “Senior Sister Xinli, we’re all on your side. If any vixen dares to seduce Senior Brother, we’ll destroy 

her!” 

Seeing that the group of people was indignant under Gu Xuexue’s lead, the smile on Gu Qiqi’s face 

became even more mysterious. “I’m afraid you won’t be able to do anything if you know who it is.” 

“Why can’t we do it? Let’s slap her to death!” 

“Gu Qiqi, don’t play tricks on me. Is it real or fake?” 

Everyone kept arguing. 

Gu Qiqi took her time to sweep her gaze across everyone and finally stopped on Gu Xuexue. “Everyone’s 

already calling you a vixen. You’re still hiding your tail and pretending to be innocent. How long are you 

going to pretend for?” 

Gu Xuexue’s pupils shrank! 

What? Gu Qiqi was talking about her? 

No, that was impossible. 

How could Gu Qiqi know about her having an affair with Qin Zhiming? 

Not only did Gu Xuexue not believe it, but even Xu Xinli didn’t believe it. She even defended Gu Xuexue. 

“Xuexue is very innocent. Don’t slander her! My Qin Zhiming won’t betray me either. Don’t think about 

diverting my attention!” 

The people from the Forensic Medical School shouted, “Evidence is everything! Gu Qiqi, you didn’t see it 

with your own eyes. What are you talking about?” 

Gu Qiqi retorted impolitely, “You’ve never seen me fooling around with any man either. Why are you 

talking nonsense all day long? Who was it who said that I was mixing with a group of men just now? 

Where’s the evidence?” 

Everyone choked. 

Xu Xinli’s expression turned ugly. 

Of course, there was no evidence. Gu Xuexue seemed to be the one who said everything about Gu Qiqi 

fooling around with men… It was all hearsay, legends, and rumors… 



 

 

 

 


